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LEARNERS NOTES 

Turning Points in South African History: 1960, 1976 And 

1990 (Release Of Mandela And The Unbanning Of Liberaton 

Movements) 

Content Overview. 

• By 1980, the South African police and army appeared to have crushed the youth revolts 

and reasserted control. 

• Some leaders in government and business however realised that apartheid policies were 

damaging economic growth and provoking an increasingly united popular resistance and 

international condemnation.   

• The government of PW Botha adopted what he referred to as the total strategy in 

response to what he viewed as a total attack or total onslaught by communist forces 

from within and outside the country’s borders. 

• Total strategy meant intensifying military and police repression and trying to divide the 

black population by making reforms that the government hoped would win the support 

of coloureds, Asians and a small black African middle class in the cities. 

• Total strategy was in fact apartheid with a new face which made it a little more 

comfortable for some sections of the black population while ensuring that political and 

military power remained firmly on white hands. 

• A small fraction of blacks was willing to collaborate with the apartheid regime but the 

majority rejected it and resistance continued to grow through the 1980s, inventing new 

and creative forms of organisation and linking firmly to the non-racial democratic 

struggles of the ANC. 

• The state was forced to rely more and more on repression and by 1985, a cycle of 

repression and violence had plunged the country into a virtual civil war, with repeated 

states of emergency being declared, which was weakening the economy, tearing 

communities apart and threatening the future of the whole country. 

• The man to set the apartheid regime on a new course was F.W. de klerk. 

• He unbanned anti-apartheid organisations and released political prisoners including 

Mandela.   
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• This started the long and often difficult negotiations for a democratic South Africa. 

• Diverse groups worked together to find agreement on a blue print for a new South Africa 

but the process saw both conflict and compromise, pain and joy. 

• Finally, South Africans embraced their new found democracy in 1994  

ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY 1- ATTEMPTS TO REFORM APARTHEID – TOTAL ONSLAUGHT AND STRATEGY. 

Study the sources below and then answer the questions that follow. 
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1.1. Refer to source A. How is P.W. Botha portrayed in this image? 

1.2. Examine source B. 

a) Who do the two men in the cartoon represent? 

b) Who does the man in the chair represent? 

c) Why is the man in the chair being beaten up? 

d) What is the main message of the cartoon? 

e) Do you think this is an effective cartoon? Explain your answer. 

1.3. Examine source F.in what way does this diagram prove that the Tri cameral parliament was not a 

real democracy? 

1.4. Examine sources F and G. compare and contrast how the Tri cameral parliament is shown. 

1.5. Using sources B, E, F, and G and your wider knowledge, explain in a paragraph why Botha’s 

reforms were doomed to fail. 

ACTIVITY 2: INTERNAL RESISTANCE 

Study the sources below and then answer the questions that follow. 
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2.1. Study source A 

a) Between 1979 and 1984what was the main reason for strikes? 

b) Why was this such an important factor for workers? 

c) Why do you think FOSATU had less strikes based on unfair dismissal than the independent 

unions? 

2.2. Study source B. 

a) What does Ramaphosa mean by “ a giant has risen” 

b) Using your wider knowledge of this period, do you agree with Ramaphosa’s assessment of 

COSATU? Explain your answer. 

2.3. Examine the posters in sources C and D. How do both posters show that the UDF was a broad 

non – racial alliance? 

2.4. What does the use of the slogan “The people shall govern” in source D say about the ideology 

(belief system) of the UDF? 

2.5.  Which poster, source C or D has more of an impact? Substantiate your answer. 
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2.6. Using source E, explain how the civics were able to mobilise the masses. 

2.7. Read source F. why was the rent boycott so successful as a form of resistance? 

2.8. Look at source G. 

a) What evidence is there in the cartoon to suggest that the apartheid caused poverty and 

misery among the black people? 

b) How is the apartheid government represented by the figure of PW Botha portrayed in the 

cartoon? 

c) Why is Botha represented this way? 

d) What do you think is the main message of the cartoon? Use elements from the cartoon to 

substantiate your answer. 

2.9. Examine source H. what does this photograph suggest about the nature of the Mass Democratic 

Movement? 

ACTIVITY 3: INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE 

Study the sources below and then answer the questions that follow. 
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3.1. Read source A. 

a) Why did Mary Manning refuse to serve her customer? 

b) What does this source tell us about the commitment of the people outside South Africa to 

the anti – apartheid movement? 

c) Would you have responded the same way? Explain your answer. 

3.2. Examine the posters in sources B, C, D, and E and then complete the following table. 

Source  What is the purpose of the poster? Is the poster effective or not? 

B   

3.3. Study source F. 

a) Using your knowledge and the cartoon, explain why Margaret Thatcher was opposed to 

sanctions being imposed on the South African government? 

b) Who do the other people in the cartoon represent? 

c) What is ironic about Margaret Thatcher saying “sanctions will hurt the wrong people”? 

d) What is the cartoonist’s attitude towards Margaret Thatcher? How do you know? 

3.4. Read source G. 

a) What is disinvestment? 

b) What did disinvestment in South Africa hope to achieve? 

c) If you were a black worker working for a foreign company in South Africa in the 1980s, 

would you have supported disinvestment or not? Explain your answer. 

3.5. Study the map in source I. 

a) What does the term frontline states mean? 

b) Provide three actions from the map of actions taken by the SADF against the frontline states. 

c) Explain why the South African state acted this way. 

3.6. In a paragraph, assess the success of international pressure in challenging apartheid. 
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ACTIVITY 4 – CODESA: CONVENTION FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOUTH AFRICA 

Study source below and then answer the questions that follow. 

 

4.1.  What does CODESA mean?  

4.2. Explain the symbolism in THE source, i.e. the black and white faces and the shining sun. 

4.3. Name the major stumbling blocks to CODESA.  

4.4. Explain the significance of the following: 

a) Groote Schuur Minute  

b) Pretoria Minute  

c) Declaration of Intent  
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EDUCATOR’S REFERENCE NOTES 

• Internal and external pressure weakened and created a crisis for the apartheid state in the 

1980s. 

• Internal opposition included youth demonstrations in Soweto, rent boycotts in townships, 

trade union strikes at factory gates, widespread violence in African townships and a 

deteriorating economy. 

• The government had to declare successive states of emergency and resort to savage 

repression. 

• The army was brought to the townships and key political activists were arrested or killed. 

• This had international consequences as sanctions, disinvestment and the refusal to grant 

more loans put severe pressure on the government and the business community in South 

Africa began to agitate for meaningful reform. 

Contradictions of Apartheid emerge. 

• It was clear by the 1970s that apartheid policies were holding back the economy and 

development of South Africa. 

• Of particular note were the homeland policy, the labour laws and the pass system. 

a) The Homelands Policy 

• The cost of maintaining the homelands was astronomical as they were politically and 

economically linked to South Africa. They could not support themselves and the government 

had to pump in millions into them, e.g. in 1976, Bophuthatswana received R37million, 

KwaZulu R70million and Transkei over R101 million. Worse still, those that accepted 

independence were not internationally recognised. 

b) The labour laws 

• African presence was kept to a minimum in the cities by restricting African urban housing 

and controlling African access to the cities by means of the pass laws. 

• The cities needed African workers but the control measures in place meant that it was 

difficult for industry to establish a permanent skilled labour force. 

• The 1970s saw a decrease in the demand for primary products such as minerals and 

agricultural products. This meant that South Africa, whose economy was based on the 

export of primary products needed skilled labour to be able to develop the manufacturing 

sector of the economy. 

•  Big business began to demand changes in the labour laws as South Africa entered an 

economic decline and the cost of apartheid outweighed the benefits of its cheap labour 

policy. 

• Tight influx control, curbs on black job advancement and an education that trained Africans 

only for manual labour had a negative effect on industry. 

• There was a serious skills shortage because the proportion of white people to the total 

population was decreasing due to a falling white birth rate and the fact that white 
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immigration to South Africa by professional, skilled people declined to a trickle after the 

Soweto uprising. Furthermore, a number of skilled South African emigrated each year, 

causing a brain drain. 

• The low educational and skill level of most black workers and the long term effects of 

Verwoerd’s Bantu Education policy were damaging the economy as the South African 

economy depended on black labour. 

• The industrial colour bar was progressively relaxed as employers trained blacks in semi-

skilled jobs in the cities, previously reserved for higher paid white workers. 

• The industrial colour bar was progressively relaxed as more and more black people were 

trained in more skilled and senior positions. 

• Workers now had more bargaining power as their skills meant that they could not be easily 

replaced. 

c) The pass laws. 

• The poverty and overcrowding in the homelands forced many Africans to defy the pass 

laws and migrate to the cities. Influx control began to crumble as it became difficult to 

police the pass laws. 

• Influx control also became very costly to sustain. 

• In 1986 they were repealed and a new policy of orderly urbanisation was introduced. It 

controlled black urbanisation by restricting the supply of black housing and the 

availability of land for black occupation. This resulted in an uncontrolled growth of 

squatter camps outside major cities. 

• The 1986 Abolition of Influx Control Act dismantled one of the corner stones of 

apartheid as Africans were finally recognised as permanent urban dwellers and the 

migrant labour system fell away. 

  Labour Movements Become Powerful. 

•  As a result of the skills shortages and the strikes of 1973, the government set up the 

Wiehahn Commission in 1977 to investigate industrial relations. 

• It recommended that African workers be allowed to form and join registered unions. This 

would enable the government to control the growing trade union movement. 

• The Labour Relations Act of 1979 was passed by which black trade unions were legalised. 

• The trade unions became powerful organisations and became key players in the struggle 

against apartheid. 

• Trade unions were closely linked with community organisations and they worked together to 

organise township protests. 

• The launch of COSATU in 1985 strengthened and consolidated the growing trade union 

movement. 
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Government attempts to reform apartheid. 

• Prime Minister PW Botha implemented the policy of total strategy by which he introduced 

reform and greater repression. 

•  Security measures were increased to stamp out resistance. 

• An attempt was made to create and win the black middle class by introducing reforms. 

• The reforms aimed at restructuring labour, creating a black middle class and instituting a 

new government that would include coloureds and Indians. 

• The changes to apartheid were superficial and were met with growing resistance to which 

government retaliated with brutal force which saw the 1980s become the most violent 

period in South African history. 

1. The Bantu Authorities Act (1982) 

• The act provided for local authorities made up of elected black councillors to run the 

townships. 

• The local authorities had limited powers as they reported to the state. 

• They were self-financing and had to increase rents in order to run the townships 

effectively. As a result they were very unpopular with the black people. 

• The government hoped that the black local authorities would lessen the discontent in 

the townships and give the middle class a stake in the system. 

• The new councillors were corrupt and used their positions to enrich themselves by 

selling business licences in return for bribes. 

• They also determined who would be allocated houses in the townships. 

• They lacked popular legitimacy as they were seen as an attempt by the state to deny 

them participation in a national democratic system.  

•  The councillors were seen as sell outs to the apartheid system. 

2. The Tri – cameral Parliament. 

• This was a new parliamentary system by which coloureds and Indians would be 

included in government. 

• The whites would still wield more power.  

• Black people were excluded because it was argued that they had the franchise in 

their homelands. The fact that millions of Africans who had been born in South 

Africa had never been to the homelands was ignored.  

• The new parliament had the house of assembly for whites (178 seats), the house of 

representatives for coloureds (85 seats) and a house of delegates for Indians (45) 

seats. 

• The position of prime minister was replaced by that of executive president. 
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•  Government business was divided into general affairs, which included defence, 

foreign affairs, justice, police and transport.     

• Own affairs comprised education, health, community development and local 

government. 

• In essence, the House of Delegates and representatives dealt with their own affairs, 

when it came to the general affairs, they were out vote by the house of assembly. 

• The institution of the Tri- Cameral Parliament caused great anger and led to popular 

revolt across South Africa. 

THE GROWING POWER OF THE TRADE UNION. 

• Though illegal, African trade unionism revived rapidly after the success of the 1973strikes. 

Workers’ morale got a boost and many trade unions were formed. 

• The 1979 Labour Relations Act legalised black trade unions. Black workers could now use the 

strike to undermine the Apartheid government. 

• Strike action increased dramatically as many trade unions were formed. 

• They made a valuable contribution to the freedom struggle as their strike action weakened 

the economy and thus the government. 

• The labour movement also acted on behalf of black communities and played a role in 

organising civil protests.  

• The black community supported striking workers by boycotting the shops or goods of the 

company the unions were striking against. 

• Trade unions also forged political alliances. The United Workers Union of South Africa 

(UWUSA) supported Inkatha the Zulu based political movement while COSATU was closely 

allied to the ANC and the UDF.   

MAJOR TRADE UNIONS AND CIVIC GROUPS 

a) Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU) 

• Formed in April 1979. 

• Was the first non – racial trade union which included many black but also Coloured, Indian 

and some white workers. 

• Was made up of 12 smaller trade unions which brought together about 20 000workers in an 

independent non-racial federation. 

• Did not support any specific political party but they were anti-apartheid. 

• With the ANC, PAC and SAP still banned, the federation, together with other unions, became 

the main anti – apartheid force in the country. 

• FOSATU co-ordinated stay aways, the main one being the 1984 regional stay away on 5 and 

6 November.  

b) Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) 
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• Launched in Durban on December 1 1985. 

• Formed after a realisation that divisions between FOSATU and the BC – aligned Council of 

Unions (CUSA) made trade union action less effective. 

• Consisted of 30 non – racial unions including FOSATU, this represented more than half a 

million workers and various organisations. These included church groups, civic groups, 

women’s groups, COSAS (Congress of South African Students) and Indian community 

organisations.  

• Aimed to: 

1. Establish one union for each industry within six months. 

2. Focus on the exploitation of women workers. 

3. Call for the lifting of the current state of emergency, the withdrawal of troops from the 

townships and the release of political prisoners. 

4. Demand for the right to strike and picket. 

5. Determine a national minimum wage. 

6. Continue the call for international pressure, including disinvestment. 

7. Extend the struggle for trade union rights to the homelands. 

• Led most of the strikes in the 1980s. 

c) The United Democratic Front (UDF) 

• Formed in August 1983 in response to the introduction of the Tri – cameral Parliament. 

• Initial task was to co – ordinate the anti – apartheid groups so that an effective protest 

campaign could be launched. 

• Affiliated to the ANC and supported the ideas of the Freedom Charter. 

• Comprised of diverse community, cultural, sports and political organisations committed to 

challenging apartheid. 

• Aimed to use non – violent methods to persuade the government to : 

1) Withdraw its proposal for a tri – cameral parliament. 

2) Abolish apartheid. 

3) Create a new South Africa that included the homelands. 

• The UDF and its partners promoted rent boycotts, school protests, worker stay – aways and 

a boycott of the tri – cameral system. 

• First campaign undertaken was the “don’t vote” campaign which aimed to discourage 

Coloureds and Indians from participating in the tri – cameral elections. 

• Campaign a success as very few registered voters went to the polls, 30% of coloured voters 

and 20% of Indian voters voted in the tri – cameral elections. 
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• The million signature campaign was launched in January 1984. Aimed to get a million 

signatures and to make people aware of the need to organise and actively resist apartheid. 

• Many UDF affiliates involved in the popular uprisings that swept through the African 

townships in 1984. 

• Was banned in 1988together with other resistance organisations. 

d) The Mass Democratic movement 

• Formed in 1988, to replace the banned UDF. 

• Was a movement rather than an organisation as it had no permanent structures. 

• It had no permanent constitution, no official membership rolls, no national or regional 

governing body and no office bearers. 

• It was a loose coalition of anti – apartheid organisations which followed the ANC’s Freedom 

Charter. These include COSATU and the UDF. 

• Since it was a loose alliance of many organisations, it became difficult for the government to 

ban its activities. 

• In 1989, it co –ordinated defiance campaign throughout the country. 

• Marches were held in various cities to protest against police brutality and repressive 

legislation. Volunteers deliberately defied the segregation in hospitals, beaches and public 

transport. 

• Campaign primarily a call on the government to make fundamental changes. 

e) The End Conscription Campaign (ECC) 

• Conscription into the SADF for national service was compulsory for all white men when they 

turned 18. 

• In 1977, the period of military service was extended to two years and all white men could be 

recalled for camps or commando duty. 

• Those who refused to do military service faced jail time of up to six years. 

• From 1984, the army was sent to the townships to restore order. The soldiers were thus 

forced to shoot at black civilians, their fellow South Africans and many felt that this was 

morally wrong and beyond the call of duty. 

• The ECC was formed in 1983 to oppose conscription. 

• Called for the end of conscription, the withdrawal of troops from the townships, and an end 

to South African participation in the war in Angola. 

• Initiated campaigns at white schools and universities. 

• Protested against the cadet system (a form of military training) at white schools and the 

increasing militarisation of South African society. 
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• September 1985, a Troops out of the Townships campaign was launched and thousands 

attended the rallies. 

• Eight thousand conscripted men failed to report for the January call up and the ECC was 

blamed for this. 

• Prominent members of the ECC were harassed and detained by the police and the 

organisation was banned under the emergency regulations imposed in 1988. 

• The ECC sowed doubt in the minds of many white South Africans regarding the legitimacy of 

the wars being fought by the SADF in Angola and Namibia. 

• It provided a forum for those who opposed being part of the military oppression within 

South Africa and enabled them to protest against apartheid by refusing to serve in the SADF. 

• In 1989, the government gave in and reduced conscription to one year. 

• Forced military service was phased out completely between 1990 and 1994. 

f) The Black Sash 

• Formed in 1955 under the leadership of Sheena Duncan. 

• Started as a small group of white middle class women who called themselves the Women’s 

defence of the Constitution League. 

• Protested against the removal of coloured voters from the voters roll (Separate 

Representation of Voters Bill). 

• Wore black sashes to symbolise their grief regarding apartheid injustices. 

• Voiced their opposition by organising marches, convoys and demonstrations. 

• Stood silently on pavements outside public buildings in major cities. 

• Their silent protest was effective as it was a white protest and the general public began to 

pay more attention to issues that had been covered up by the apartheid government for so 

many years. 

• Organisation also gave humanitarian and practical help to victims of apartheid. 

• Established advice offices to help black women deal with issues such as influx control and 

forced removals. 

• Gave free legal advice and practical support on issues such as housing, detention without 

trial, influx control and pensions. 

Other civic groups. 

• Community groups in townships known as civics were concerned with day to day issues such 

as rent increase, health care and culture clubs. 

• Applied techniques learnt from trade unions to make themselves effective. 

• Civics successful in mobilising township residents because if their close association with the 

communities they served. 
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• These included: 

a) The South African Council of Churches (SACC).  

• Led by church leaders such as Desmond Tutu, Alan Boesak, Frank Chikane and 

Beyers Naude 

• Supported non-violent action, sanctions and disinvestment as a means of bringing 

about change. 

b) The congress of South African Students (COSAS) 

• Black consciousness had created a new culture of self-confidence, positive identity 

and assertiveness among young black South Africans. 

• Organised protest marches characterised by the toyi - toyi dance. 

• Prolonged school boycotts 

• Adopted slogan of “Liberation before education.” 

✓ Black councillors and other people believed to be collaborating with the government were 

killed. 

✓ Barricades of stones and burning tyres were erected to keep the police out of the townships. 

✓ Vigilante groups set up people’s courts. 

✓ Funerals used to mobilise resistance. Large numbers of mourners gathered at funerals of 

victims of political violence. Coffins were draped with flags of the resistance movements and 

freedom songs were sung. 

✓ Law and order in the townships broke down.  

THE COMING OF DEMOCRACYIN SOUTH AFRICA. 

The Negotiated Settlement and the Government of National Unity. 

Background  

• Apartheid collapsed because of internal and external pressures that combined to make it 

difficult for the National Party to survive in power without major reforms and a new 

strategy. 

• The collapse of communism meant that the west no longer faced the threat of a communist 

take-over in South Africa so there was no need to continue supporting the NP. The ANC also 

lost the backing of the Soviet Union. The two parties were under pressure to negotiate. 

• Widespread unrest in South Africa grabbed international headlines and political leaders 

across the world condemned and denounced apartheid. 

• International investors withdrew their capital and foreign banks stopped the loans, resulting 

in a near collapse of the currency, fall in the price of gold and inflation sky rocketing. 

• In 1989, PW Botha suffered a stroke and was replaced by FW De Klerk as the leader of the 

NP.  
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• The negative local and international image and the growing political instability prompted 

secret negotiations between freedom loving black and white South Africans and the 

members of the ANC in exile. 

The beginning of the solution: Secret negotiations with the ANC in exile and Mandela. 

• The UNO and the OAU supported the ANC in exile which operated from Lusaka under OR 

Tambo, Thabo Mbeki and Joe Slovo. 

• Owing to the popularity of the ANC and Botha’s failure to transform South Africa, 

international business men like Timothy Bevan and the chairman of Anglo American, Gavin 

Relly began talking with the ANC in exile.   

• A powerful delegation of local business men held their first meeting with the ANC in 

September 1985 in Lusaka. More meetings were held in Tanzania as well. 

• In 1987, Frederick van Zyl Slabbert from IDASA (Institute for a Democratic Alternative in 

South Africa) led a delegation of sixty one mainly Afrikaner businessmen, academics and 

professionals to meet a 17 person delegation led by Thabo Mbeki in Dakar Senegal.      

• Meeting focused on strategies to bring about a major and fundamental shift in the 

management of South Africa.    

• Issues discussed included structures in government, the economy and the building of 

national unity. 

• PW Botha criticized this meeting as he felt that it undermined the Afrikaner nation and 

would damage the image of the country. He continued to implement his policies of total 

strategy and total onslaught. 

• Though the NP distanced itself from these meetings, it was clear that the meetings were 

used to assess whether political engagement with the ANC would be possible. 

• PW Botha made his first move in January 1985 when he offered to release Mandela on 

condition that he renounced the armed struggle and returned to his home town in Qunu. 

Mandela rejected these conditions of his release. Meetings were then arranged for more 

talks.  

• The first meeting between Mandela and the government took place in 1985 and was 

arranged by the National Intelligence Service under the leadership of Neil Barnard. 

• Purpose of the meeting was to see if there was common ground for future peace talks. 

• Minister of Justice, Kobie Coetsee met with Mandela in November 1985, and then he set up 

a team which included Neil Barnard, to enter into discussions with Mandela who was then 

transferred from Robben Island to Pollsmoor Prison. 

• Mandela made it clear that the ANC was under the leadership of Oliver Tambo who was in 

exile at that time and that he could not make any decisions on behalf of the ANC. The 

government however was confident that he was the person to negotiate with. 

• The meetings focused on the primarily on the ANC’s armed struggle and the continuing 

violence. A secret method of communicating with the ANC leadership in Lusaka was devised. 
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• In November 1988, Mandela was hospitalised and diagnosed with TB. Botha announced that 

he would not return to jail. Mandela was thus moved to a more comfortable prison house on 

the grounds of Victor Verster situated in the Franschoek Valley.  

• Botha and Mandela met for the first time at the Presidential office Tuynhuys in Cape Town 

on the 5th of July 1989.   

1989 to 1991: Unbanning of Organisations. 

• Change in the NP leadership led to the unbanning of political organisations. 

• Botha suffered a stroke in January 1989 and was temporarily replaced by Chris Heunis. At a 

provincial leaders’ meeting, FW de Klerk was elected new leader in February 1989. 

• Most NP politicians were critical of Botha’s autocratic nature and referred to him as the 

Groot krokodil. They disagreed with his use of the military, security and police services to 

plunge the country on the verge of a civil war. 

• With mounting pressure from mass action by the MDM, and a wide range of anti-apartheid 

forces, several requests by business and church leaders for change, and the NP’s poor 

performance in the 1989 election, De Klerk immediately initiated reform.   

• November 1989, he repealed the Separate Amenities Act. 

• December 1989, de Klerk met Mandela at the presidential residence in Tuynhuys. 

• On the 2nd of February 1990, in his opening address to parliament, he announced the 

unbanning o political organisations such as the ANC, PAC and the SACP and the removal of 

restrictions on the UDF and other legal political organisations. 

•   Political prisoners would be released unconditionally. (Mandela was the last to be released 

on 11 February 1990.) 

• He also announced the government’s intent ion to enter into negotiations with the ANC for a 

democratic settlement.  

• Censorship of the media would be removed. 

• Emergency regulations placed on educational bodies such as the South African National 

Students Congress and COSATU would be lifted. 

• The detention period in terms of emergency regulations was limited to six months with 

prisoners being allowed the right to legal representation as well as medical treatment. 

• Right wing leaders such as Andries Treurnicht were upset by the reforms. 

Debates around negotiations, including talks about talks and Chris Hani’s objection to talks. 

The Groote Schuur Minute 

• First formal meeting between the ANC and the NP started in March 1990. It was about the 

process forward, talk about talks. 

• Obstacles to negotiations had to be identified and removed before real negotiations could 

start. 
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• Obstacles identified were: security laws, the return of exiles, the presence of troops in black 

townships, the release of political prisoners, the state of emergency, the ANC’s commitment 

to the armed struggle and the continued violence in black communities. 

Talks took place at Groote Schuur, the president’s residence in Cape Town on the 4th of May and 

culminated in the Groot Schuur Minute. The agreement consisted of the following broad principles: 

• A working group would be established to define political offences in order to release political 

prisoners and grant immunity especially for exiles. 

• Efficient lines of communication would be established between both parties to limit the 

upsurge of political violence and intimidation. 

• The government agreed to provide temporary immunity to exiles in order to allow them to 

return to South Africa and help with the process of negotiations. 

• The government promised that it would look at reviewing existing security legislation to 

ensure that normal political activity could be undertaken. 

The Pretoria Minute. 

• Further talks held on the 6th of August 1990 at the Old Residency in Pretoria and resulted in 

the signing of the Pretoria Minute. 

• The government ended the state of emergency. 

• More political prisoners were released and more political exiles were allowed to return to 

South Africa. 

• The ANC in return officially suspended the armed struggle. 

• Talks appeared to be going well but Chris Hani, leader of the MK, was against the talks as he 

believed that the apartheid government had to be defeated in an armed struggle in order to 

end apartheid. He also did not trust the NP. He eventually supported the talks. 

CODESA 1 (Convention for a Democratic South Africa)  

• Meetings began in December 1991 and were attended by representatives from 19 political 

parties and organisations such as the ANC, NP, IFP and the SACP. 

• The PAC, the Conservative Party and the Azania People’s Organisation did not attend the 

meeting. The IFP withdrew at a later stage. The PAC wanted the talks to be held at a neutral 

venue under the supervision of the UNO and OAU. The IFP withdrew in protest over the 

exclusion of King Zwelithini’s representatives. 

• Met at the World Trade Centre in Kempton Park. 

• Discussed issues such as a new constitution, and the possibility of a power sharing 

government, to be known as an interim government. 

• The NP wanted assurances of some form of representation in the new government as they 

were concerned about protecting and promoting minority rights. 
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• The ANC proposed that an elected constituent assembly be responsible for drawing up the 

new constitution but the IFP and the NP disagreed, fearing that the document would not 

protect minority rights. 

• It was agreed that the interim constitution would be drawn by representatives from a 

variety of political parties and the final constitution would be based on this interim 

constitution. 

• Delegates also signed a Declaration of Intent which outlined for the delegates the aims of 

the negotiations which included peaceful, fair negotiations and free and fair elections to 

achieve a democratic South Africa. 

• Different groups called working groups were also established to deal with different 

matters. See table below; 

Working 

group 

Matters dealt with 

1 Creating a climate for free and fair elections, access to the media and 

security forces. 

2 Drawing up constitutional principles and guidelines for a constitution 

making body. 

3 Investigating an interim / transitional government. 

4 Considering the future of the homelands – Transkei, Bophuthatswana, 

Venda and Ciskei. 

5 Looking at time frames for implementation of the changes. 

 

The role of labour movements in the negotiations. 

• COSATU joined forces with the ANC and the SACP to form the Tripartite Alliance. 

• As members of the alliance, COSATU and the SACP do not contest elections against the ANC 

but rather use their significant influence to help the ANC win support in elections. 

• During the negotiations, the ANC’s might was based on its mass popular support. 

• When CODESA 2 stalled, the ANC launched its plan of Rolling Mass Action. It called on 

COSATU and its affiliates to support worker stay away and protest marches. 

• COSATU also used its network with international trade unions to promote support for the 

negotiations. 

• It communicated news on the negotiations to international unions which in turn put 

pressure on their governments to pressurise the South African to stay committed to the 

negotiations. 

• The labour movement also used its 1.2 million members to canvas support for the ANC in 

the 1994 elections. 

• Spread the ANC’s message through its membership network. 
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• Undertook voter education to teach the workers of their rights and how to vote. 

Breakdown of negotiations. 

• De Klerk was concerned about the NP’s loss of support as evidenced by its loss in three by 

elections to the Conservative Party. 

• A number of right wing groups were opposed to the negotiations and this together with the 

loss of support forced De Klerk to hold a whites only referendum where the white electorate 

had to decide whether or not they supported the government’s decision to negotiate with 

the ANC. 

• 68% voted in favour of the negotiations. The process of negotiations resumed. 

CODESA II breaks down 

• Started in May 1992 at the world Trade Centre in Kempton Park. 

• Negotiations broke down because the government and the ANC could not agree on the 

following: 

a) Interim / temporary government 

▪ The NP wanted a non-racial interim government consisting of all parties in the 

government. The ANC proposed that this government should not last for more than 18 

months.  

▪ The main disagreement was over the NP’s proposal for a minority veto within the 

interim government, which would give the minority group the power to stop some 

actions. The ANC rejected this as it felt that minority groups should not have such 

power. 

▪ The other issue was the percentage required to change the constitution. The NP 

proposed 70% while the ANC wanted 66, 7% or a two thirds majority on all 

constitutional matters. There was a deadlock. 

b) The government’s failure to stop the violence. 

▪ In June 1992 a massacre in Boipatong occurred in which 46 people were killed by 

suspected IFP supporters. 

▪ Things came to a head when witnesses spoke of seeing government security forces 

arming the hostel dwellers. 

▪ The ANC left the negotiations and returned to the streets. COSATU had already 

launched a mass action campaign after the collapse of CODESA. On 3 and 4 August, 4 

million workers took part in a general political strike. 

c) The government’s insistence that the ANC disband the MK. The NP insisted that the MK 

members should hand over their weapons to security forces and disband. The ANC rejected 

this as it had already suspended the armed struggle. 

d) `The role of the public broad caster the SABC. There were disagreements on the 

restructuring of the SABC. The ANC felt that a neutral broadcaster was required to provide 

fair coverage of the political developments and negotiation process leading to the elections. 
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With its history of propaganda and one sided reporting due to strong links with the 

apartheid government, the SABC could not be trusted to do this. The NP reluctantly agreed 

to restructure the SABC. 

▪ CODESA 2 failed because the various parties could not reach a consensus on issues 

pertaining to the interim government and the constitution.                                                                                                                               

▪ Despite the accusations regarding the violence, both parties were committed to the 

negotiations and secret talks continued even after the collapse of CODESA II. The key 

negotiators were Cyril Ramaphosa and Roelf Meyer. Mandela and De Klerk also had 

talks. 

The Record of Understanding. 

• Signed by Mandela and De Klerk. 

• It was an undertaking to remove obstacles and reach an agreement that would allow formal 

negotiations to continue. 

• Set out other conditions which were: 

▪ A time table for the release of political prisoners. 

▪ The abandonment of dangerous weapons. 

▪ Fencing for hostels. 

▪ The creation of an elected constitutional assembly to develop a new constitution for 

South Africa. 

▪ A joint coalition to govern South Africa. 

▪ A transitional government of national unity. 

• Both parties agreed that the constitutional making body must: 

▪ Be democratically elected. 

▪ Draft and adopt the new constitution. 

▪ Be bound by agreed constitutional principles 

▪ Have a fixed time frame, (5 years) 

▪ Have deadlock breaking mechanisms. 

▪ The body will also act as the interim/ transitional government 

The record of understanding improved working relationship between the NP and the ANC. 

Joe Slovo and the Sunset Clause 

• Joe Slovo was a respected communist leader. 

• Felt that the ANC had to compromise since it had not defeated the NP. 

• It was therefore impossible to force the NP to surrender unconditionally. 
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• Believed that under the circumstances, the ANC could win political office without having 

political power. The new predominantly black government would have to work though the 

mainly Afrikaner bureaucracy. 

•  After all the ANC did not have a ready-made civil service that could take over the running of 

the country. 

• Proposed the Sun Set Clause which allowed for a government of national unity until 2000. 

• Government employee’s jobs would be guaranteed for 10 years after a new government 

was installed. 

• The first democratic elections would be held on the 27th of April 1994 and the negotiators 

started writing an interim constitution based on the Bill of Rights.   

• Parties that had not taken part in these bilateral talks such as IFP, CP, leaders of Ciskei and 

Bophuthatswana formed an alliance known as the Concerned South African Group(COSAG)  

The Multi Party Negotiation Process Resumes 

• The Multi Party negotiating forum resumed at the World Trade Centre in Kempton Park on 

April 1993, nearly a year after the collapse of CODESA 2. 

• The PAC and the SACP who had boycotted CODESA joined these talks. 

• Talks disrupted by the murder of Chis Hani by an anti – communist polish immigrant. 

• Upset the fragile balance and Mandela had to appeal for calm on national TV as violence 

escalated in the townships. 

• Murder of Chris Hani however led to the demand by the ANC that an election date be 

announced, a Transitional Executive Council be installed and that all armed forces be placed 

under multi party control.  

• The MPNP consisted of several bodies to oversee the whole process: 

a) The negotiating council which was a representative negotiating body. 

➢ Received reports from different bodies which it then debated and reached 

agreements on. 

➢ The agreements were converted into the Constitution and Draft Bills. 

b) The planning committee was made up of prominent negotiators who sent reports to the 

council. 

➢ Acted as the guardian of the process. Received reports from seven technical 

committees consisting of non-party political experts. In cases of deadlock, these 

committees had to find compromises to keep the process going. 

c) Commission on the demarcation of provinces drew a report which led to the 

establishment of the current 9 provinces. 

d) The commission on national symbols report was submitted to the council and was dealt 

with by the Transitional Executive Council before the elections. 
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• The constant flow of reports and referrals between the technical committees and the 

council became an important part of the negotiating process. 

• Rotating chairpersons, selected from an appointed panel of 8 people, ensured that the 

participants could trust the chairperson to be neutral. 

• The MPNP opened up the proceedings of the council to the media and diplomatic liaison 

officers. The media could thus keep people informed about the negotiating process and the 

international community could stay abreast of events in South Africa. 

• The talks finally reached an agreement on the interim constitution. 

The Final Road To Democracy in 1994: Violence again 

• The news of the interim constitution was not welcomed by some political organisations. 

• The AWB and Bantustan leaders such as Oupa Gqozo and Lucas Mangope feared that their 

positions of power would be diminished. 

• In the beginning of 1994, there was an estimated 40 bomb blasts that targeted voting 

venues and offices of major political parties. 

• Right wing groups attempted to prevent South Africa’s first democratic elections through 

violence and intimidation.  

Fall of Mangope 

• Lucas Mangope of Bophuthatswana became concerned that his hold on power would come 

to an end with the democratic elections. 

• He had come to power in 1966 and his reign was characterised by corruption and 

mismanagement. 

• In the 1991 December CODESA talks, he tried to present Bophuthatswana as a semi-

independent territory with the same status as the former British protectorates of Swaziland 

and Lesotho. He failed to change the view that Bophuthatswana was an apartheid state. 

• Lucas refused to allow various political parties to campaign in Bophuthatswana for the 

democratic elections because he did not want to participate in the general election. 

• In March 1994, riots broke out with rioters in Mafikeng and Mmabatho demanding to be 

part of the new South Africa. 

• Bophuthatswana security forces supported the ANC so Lucas called on the AWB to quell the 

riots. 

• Another Afrikaner group, the Boere Krisis Aksie (BKA) of Afrikaner Volksfront was already in 

Bophuthatswana and there was exchange of fire. 

• On their way out, the AWB shot randomly at pedestrians and the Bophuthatswana police 

killed 3 AWB members. 

• March 13, 1994, Lucas was removed as president of Bophuthatswana and was replaced by 

an interim government. 
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The Fall of Gqozo in Ciskei 

• Ciskei leader Oupa Gqozo also feared the consequences of the incorporation of the Ciskei 

into the democratic South Africa. 

• With the elections coming up, the ANC wanted to organise and mobilise its supporters in the 

Ciskei, a traditional strong hold for ANC supporters.  

• Oupa resisted and prevented the ANC from organising and on the 2nd of September 1992, 

thousands of ANC supporters marched from King Williams Town to Bisho (today Bhisho). 

• Ciskei troops fired at marchers killing 32 and wounding over 200 in what became known as 

the Bisho Massacre. 

• Oupa denied firing first and accused the protesters of killing a soldier. 

• The ANC demanded an investigation and that Oupa be replaced by an interim administration 

which would be acceptable to everyone. 

• By March 1994 the Ciskei civil servants were demanding the payment of their pensions 

before re – incorporation into South Africa and went on strike. 

• Oupa asked the South African government for assistance to maintain control but the South 

African government sent two administrators to replace Oupa. 

The Inkatha Freedom Party’s March to Shell House and the Shell House Massacre 

• Due to tensions between Inkatha and the ANC particularly in Natal, the IFP decided to march 

to the ANC headquarters in Johannesburg. 

• March 28 1994, about 20 to 30 000 IFP supporters armed with traditional weapons marched 

to Shell House. 

• The IFP claimed that it was commemorating the death of 8 IFP supporters. 

• The ANC got a tip off about the march and that the IFP was planning to attack the building. 

• 19 IFP supporters were killed when ANC security guards opened fire. 

• Chaos ensued and several clashes occurred in other parts of Johannesburg. 

• By the end of the day, 53 people were dead and 250 injured. 

• De Klerk, Mandela and Buthelezi held a peace summit which failed because Buthelezi 

wanted to have the elections postponed while Mandela stated that the election date was 

sacrosanct. 

THE CONSTITUTION AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS  

• There was a need for a new constitution before elections could be held because the previous 

three constitutions served the needs and protected the interest of the minority of the 

population. 

• A new constitution based on the principles of democracy in order to serve the interest of all 

South Africans was needed. 
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• The interim constitution had to be a temporary measure as the new democratic constitution 

could only be written by the government elected in the April 1994 General Election.  

• Cyril Ramaphosa and Roelf Meyer led the constitutional discussions during the MPNP. 

• A constituent assembly was set up to write a new constitution which was adopted on 8 May 

1996 and amended in October 11 1996. 

• The constitution is the highest law in the land and can only be challenged at a constitutional 

court. 

• It outlines clearly the three levels of government; (National, Provincial and local) spelling out 

the composition and role functions of each sphere. 

• The Bill of Rights is contained in chapter 2 of the constitution and enshrines the rights of all 

people in the country. 

• Specifies the human rights protected by the constitution. 

• Rights affirm democratic values such as human dignity, equality and freedom. 

• Government responsibility to ensure that the rights in the bill are respected protected and 

promoted. 

• Regarded as one of the best constitutions in the world. 

Reactions to the first democratic election. 

a) The Freedom Front 

• Founded on 1 March 1994 by former chief of the SADF and leader of the Afrikaner Volks 

Front, Constand Viljoen. 

• Convinced the Afrikaners in the CP that the issue of self-determination should be taken up to 

achieve freedom for Afrikaners in a territory of their own 

b) The IFP 

• Opposed to parts of the proposed interim constitution. 

• Campaigned for an independent Zulu King as a head of state but this was rejected. 

• Hoped that the elections would be cancelled and when they were not, he made a last 

minute decision to participate. 

• Ballot papers had already been printed and stickers had to be added to them to 

accommodate the IFP. 

The 27 April elections and the government of national unity 

• Security people had to be deployed to prevent outbreaks of violence 

• The top 3 parties were the ANC, NP and the IFP. 

• Mandela became the President and his deputies were De Klerk and Mbeki. 
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• Mandela invited other parties to join the cabinet even though they had not obtained the 

minimum 20 seats in the national assembly. 

• There was no official opposition but several political parties stayed out of the GNU and 

performed this role. 

• The Democratic Party under Tony Leon decided to take up the role of watch dog together 

with AZAPO, Freedom Front and several other small parties.  

• Later changed its name to Democratic Alliance (DA) when it merged with the NP when it 

withdrew from the GNU. 

The Government of National Unity 

• Made up of political parties who obtained 5% of the votes in the election. 

• Dominated by the ANC though it did not have a two thirds majority, followed by the NP and 

the IFP. 

• GNU supposed to last for 5 years. 

• GNU re-joined the Commonwealth of Nations after years of exclusion and isolation. 

• Joined the Non Aligned Movement and the UNO. 

• Joined the OAU. 

Challenges faced by the GNU 

• Bankruptcy. The apartheid government borrowed large sums of money from international 

financiers and had to repay them at high rates of interest.  This slowed down economic 

growth and increased inflation and taxation. 

• As a result, unemployment rose drastically among the poorly qualified and unskilled 

workers, especially blacks. 

• Promises for better jobs, housing, education and life became difficult to fulfil due to the slow 

economic growth and a lack of money. 

• The Christian National education curriculum had to be replaced with a relevant curriculum 

that served the interests of all. 

• Homelands and local councils had to be abolished and replaced with credible local and 

provincial governments that would deliver services to the people. 

• The civil service and the army had to be restructured and amalgamated into a cohesive 

structure which would serve the interests of all. 

• The NP withdrew from the GNU in May 1996 after the adoption of the new constitution, 

indicating that the minority parties had little impact in decision making.  

• Bantu Holomisa, former head of Transkei, resigned from his position as MP for the ANC, 

claiming that there was corruption. Later formed the UDM. 
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• The GNU was a coalition government made up of different political parties with very 

different backgrounds, values and beliefs.  While this promoted reconciliation through its 

being representative of all, it became difficult to keep such a diverse government together. 

 

ASSESSMENT TASK 

QUESTION 1: BOTHA’S REFORMS 

Study the diagram below and then answer the questions that follow. 

 

1.1. How many members of parliament would represent the: 

a) 4.7 million Whites? 

b) 2.6 million Coloureds? 

c) 1.2 million Indians?            (3) 

1.2. How were the rights of the 20,5 million Africans to be represented: 

a) At a local or community level? 

b) At a national level?              (2) 

1.3. According to the diagram, who was the highest power in the land?        (1) 

1.4. Using the diagram and your own knowledge, explain what powers the Indian and Coloured 

chambers would have in the new constitution.                      (4) 

1.5. According to the government, the Tri cameral Parliament provided real power sharing in South 

Africa. To what extent was this true?             (2x2) (4)  

(14) 
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QUESTION 2: INTERNAL RESISTANCE TO APARTHEID 

STUDY THE PICTURE BELOW AND THEN ANSWER THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW: 

 

2.1. What organisation produced the poster shown in source B?     (1) 

2.2. What was the full name of this organisation?        (1) 

2.3. One of the captions on the poster reads “UDF unites – apartheid divides” what evidence s 

there in the poster to prove that the UDF unites?          (2x2) (4 

2.4. Identify the six organisations that were affiliated to the UDF?    (6) 

2.5. What is the poster calling for?         (1) 

(13) 

QUESTION 3: THE RELEASE OF MANDELA AND THE UNBANNING OF POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS. 

Read source C and then answer the questions that follow. 
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3.1. List the four changes announced by de Klerk according to the source.     (4) 

3.2. What was the ANC still not happy about?           (2x1) (2) 

3.3. How did Mandela feel about de Klerk making these changes? Quote from the extract to 

support your answer.         (2) 

3.4. What changes most affected Mandela as an individual? Give a reason for your answer. (2x2) 

(12) 

QUESTION 4:THE1994 ELECTIONS 

Study the table below and then answer the questions on it. 

 

4.1. Which party got the most votes in the elections?      (1) 

4.2. Which party got the least seats in the election?       (1) 

4.3. What does the FF result tell you about white support for this party?     (1) 

4.4. Why do you think the PAC got less votes than the other parties?     (2) 

4.5. Is this table useful in analysing the 1994 elections? Explain your answer.     (3) 

4.6. Why did the ANC get so many votes in this election?       (3) 

(11) 

GRANG TOTAL 50 MARKS 
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MEMO: ASSESSMENT TASK 

1.1.  

a)  178 MPs 

b) 86 MPs 

c) 45MPs           (3) 

1.2.  

a) 20.5 million Africans elected 6 community councils. 

b) They had no representation at national level.     (2) 

1.3. State president         (1) 

1.4. They had power over their own affairs like their education system but did not 

have a say in the general affairs as they were out voted by the white house.        (2x2) 

1.5. Not true. Both the Indian and the Coloured chambers could not outvote the 

white chamber which represented the minority of the population. Blacks who 

constituted the largest majority population were not represented at all.         (2x2) 

         (14) 

2.1. UDF           (1) 

2.2. United Democratic Front        (1) 

2.3. It was a multi-racial organisation as indicated by the different races in the 

picture and it was made up of various groups that represented people from all walks 

of life.                      (2x2) 

2.4. COSAS, Indian community organisations, women’s groups, trade unions, civic 

groups, church groups.          (6) 

2.5. People’s power.           (1) 

            (13) 

3.1. Unbanned political organisations, freed political prisoners, suspended the 

death penalty, lifted parts of the state of emergency.     (4)  

3.2. The state had not completely removed the state of emergency, and the 

troops were still in the townships. (2) 

3.3. Free/ happy. The world had changed overnight and for the first time in 

almost 30 years, he could appear in the South African media. (3) 

3.4. Freedom of political prisoners meant he was a free man, and the unbanning 

of organisations meant he could continue with the struggle legally. (4) 

           (13) 

4.1. ANC            (1) 

4.2. PAC            (1) 

4.3. It had very little support         (1) 

4.4. It was violent and racist.         (2) 

4.5. Yes. It shows the names of the political parties that took part in the election and the 

number of votes and seats they got.         (3) 
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4.6. Mandela played an active part in the negotiations, the ANC in exile and underground 

worked with the civic organisations in the 1980s, and it was a non – racial 

organisation.           (2) 

       (11) 

 

TOTAL MARKS: 50 
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GLOSSARY 

BANNED:  Not allowed to exist anymore. 

BOYCOTT:  Refusal to buy goods or participate in events to punish a country 

CABINET:  A group of ministers chosen by the head of government to be responsible for 

policy and administration. 

CODESA: Convention for a democratic South Africa. The name given to the negotiation 

process. 

COMMUNIST FORCES: The South African government considered anyone who opposed 

apartheid a communist.  

CONCESSIONS: Giving some rights as a result of pressure. 

CONSCRIPTION: Making it compulsory by law for young able bodied men to serve in the 

armed forces. 

CONSTITUTION: Rules and principles according to which a country is governed. 

INAUGURATED:  Formally introduced to the public. 

MILITANCY:  Willingness to take aggressive and direct action 

NEGOTIATIONS: Meetings and discussions aimed at finding a compromise or agreement. 

ONSLAUGHT: Attack. 

PARLIAMENT:  The most important law making body in a democratic country. 

REFORM: Gradual changes to improve a political situation. 

SANCTIONS:  Measures taken by a country to force another country to act in a certain way. 

STATE OF EMERGENCY: The government suspended the rule of law and was given special 

powers to rule the country. The police and the army were given the power to arrest anyone 

who was believed to be a threat to the state.  

THIRD FORCE: A military force that tried to undermine the progress being made in the 

negotiations. 

UMBRELLA BODIES:  Large organisations which coordinate smaller organisations under their 

influence. 
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